
ADVANCED LOADING (PRELOAD/PRESPOT) $275.00/day charge plus deadhead miles at $2.45 per mile($260 min)

BLIND OR HIDDEN SHIPMENT $50.00 per occurrence

BORDER SURCHARGE- Export to MEXICO $500.00/Shipment crossing at Laredo, TX or 
(includes both trailer crossing & trailer utilization.) $750.00/Shipment crossing at Brownsville, TX

BORDER SURCHARGE- Export to CANADA  $275.00/Shipment

CANCELLED SHIPMENT (Vehicle ordered not used, $500.00 Flat Charge plus $2.45 per total mile traveled(FSC applies).
cancelled after 3:00pm day before load and driver not dispatched) $300 if pickup rescheduled for later date and driver not dispatched.

COMPARTMENT SURCHARGE 30% of line-haul revenue ($150.00 minimum)

DRIVER DETENTION CHARGE: (2 hours free for $30.00 per 15 minute increment, chargeable time will be rounded to
single stop; 1 hour free/stop on multi stops) the nearest quarter hour.

DISPATCH OF EQUIPMENT/DEADHEAD MILES(does not  $2.45 per total mile/ $260.00 minimum.
apply on Out of Route Miles associated with Weighing)  

DRUMMING CHARGE $50.00 Flat Charge (plus detention)

EXTRA STOP (one hour free driver detention) $125.00 per stop (loading; unloading; steaming; washing pump;
 paperwork; advanced loading; spotting)

FUEL SURCHARGE (as applicable)  Applies to linehaul and $2.45 rate per mile calculations.
See item 600 fuel table unless otherwise excepted.

HEAT IN TRANSIT $200 (when ordered and provided).
HEATING PRODUCT BY STEAM Î $32.50/quarter hour, $130 minimum charge
HEEL DISPOSAL CHARGE (All products) $20/gallon non-haz, $30/gallon hazardous(more than 5 gallons)
HOSE CHARGE (40 feet free / 2 lengths)  $50/twenty foot length

INTRA PLANT HOURLY CHARGES: $120/hr (6 hr min.) plus wash of trailer

LAYOVER: Overnight/Weekend Single $650.00/$1300.00
Overnight/Weekend Team  $950.00/$2200.00

LOADING AND UNLOADING CHARGE:  Air Compressor/Standard Pump $70.00 each(unless excepted).
 $140 when both are used. (excluding stainless steel)

NEW YORK PICKUP / DELIVERY PREMIUM $200.00 (Zip code ranges 100-119)

OUT OF ROUTE MILES/EXCESS MILES $2.45 per total mile, no Minimum applies.

RECONSIGNMENT CHARGE / DIVERSION $125.00 charge (one hour free) plus freight charges.

REJECTED/RETURNED SHIPMENT CHARGE $125 plus 75% of outbound freight charges; minimum linehaul  
charge of $350; & no less than $2.45 per loaded mile.

HOLIDAY SERVICE $125.00 (pickup or delivery)
SPOTTING CHARGE/TRAILER DETENTION $275.00/day charge plus deadhead miles at $2.45 per mile($260 min)

TOLLS Actual cost based on current version of PC Miler/Tolls.  Shortest
distance with Discount Tolls applied.  Receipts cannot be provided.

TRAILER PREP CHARGE (when requested) Î $95.00 (to change gaskets and pressure test only)
TRAILER PREP CHARGE - COMPLEX (when requested) Î $330.00 (Pre-Solve, Food Grade, Caustic, Detergent, Diesel Flush)

TWO MAN TEAM or RELAY (when requested) $0.30 per loaded mile (minimum 1000 loaded miles)

WASH CHARGE (Tank Cleaning) Î $295.00 unless otherwise indicated per customer contract.
$40.00 per extra compartment to clean multi compartment trailers.

WEIGH CHARGE (all offsite scaling) $45.00 for each scaling plus out of route mileage - charge in excess
 of 10 miles (empty or loaded), min mileage charge does not apply.

EFFECTIVE:  January 1, 2022 (Subject to Change)

(Accessorial Rules and Regulations Summary)
SNBO 100, SNEU 100            SCHNEIDER NATIONAL BULK CARRIERS, INC.

(See specific item within SNBO, SNEU Rules Tariff 100 for actual provisions and charges.)


